Hyper toughness for climbing.
Outstanding stability for skiing.
Length Adjustment

BACKCOUNTRY
SKI POLES

to the new adventure

φ16Aluminium +φ14.3 Carbon
length：100 〜 135
weight：290g

ergonomic shape
based on SAMURAI sword

Black

our original lock system shows
great durability by putting stainless inside of the lock.
“slip-less rubber” for traverse

solid material
(polypropylene)

#OS19-18BK

φ14.3 Carbon shaft
specially designed for BC ski.

slip-less top

Super-Ultra lightness.Super-Duper toughness.
#OS19-019GRN

Green

original durable Φ10.5 carbon
“slip-less rubber” for traverse

φ10.5 Carbon

105. 110. 115. 120. 125. 130

Length

Weight

Length

Weight

105cm

210g

120 cm

222g

110cm

214g

125 cm

226g

115cm

218g

130cm

230g

Since 1919
Craftmanship over a century

Pole Position for
Japanese Expert

special moss green with matte finish

Replaceable
powder baskets
are included.

SINANO COMPANY, established in 1919, has been a leading
manufacturer of high-quality ski poles in Japan for almost 100 years. We
have the largest share of the ski pole at domestic market, and plenty of
skiers has recognized our products as reliable top-quality ski poles.
In recent times, we also deal with production and selling of trekking poles,
welfare canes and walking poles.
Quality

Quality of “MADE IN JAPAN”
SINANO has own production factory.
Rather than mass production, SINANO
has controlled product quality by every
single product in order to keep quality of
“MADE IN JAPAN” .

Innovation on customer demands
Voice of Customer (VOC) is our moti
vation to improve and innovate our
products. In fact, SINANO has plenty of
megaseller products innovated by
referring to VOC.

Manufacturing

SKI
POLES
made in JAPAN
Selling

Support

What distinguishes SINANO from its
competitors is a commitment to covering
the entire value creation chain - from the
first phase of designing, development,
testing and selling.

We regard courteous service as our
priority to build a relationship of trust
with customers and business partners.
Our international staff can respond
quickly to your questions and requests.

Customer satisfaction

From designing to manufacturing & selling

1104 -1 Iwamurada, Saku City, Nagano 385 -0022, Japan
TEL. +81 -267 -67 -3321 FAX. +81-267 - 67-3326
https://sinano.co.jp/english
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find us on

フリースタイル

FREE STYLE

φ18 Aluminium

100. 105. 110. 115. 120. 125. 130. 135

#OS

φ14 Carbon

UNIQUE LOOK

85. 90. 95. 100. 105. 110

Release the extra force from little and ring finger.
Makes you better quick forward swing.

GREAT PERFORMANCE IN THE AIR
By making several gaps on the surface of grip,
makes it possible to hold grip tightly at air performance.

By holding a Finger Holder
between little and ring fingers,
pole can perfectly fit hands.
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for
Freestyle/
Free-ride

Enhances freestyle/free-ride performance and tricks,
especially for grab techniques.
The grip sticks to hands stably even if skiers open their hands.
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Our special high quality carbon shaft has toughness and lightness.

Length Adjustment

φ12.7 Carbon

Carbon Composite

φ14.3 Aluminium +φ12 Carbon

φ10.5 Carbon

103 〜 128

100. 105. 107. 110. 113. 115. 117. 120. 125. 130

Racing (Aluminium)

φ18 Aluminium

100. 105. 110. 115. 120. 125. 130

110. 113. 115. 117. 120. 123. 125. 127. 130

Racing (Carbon)

φ16 Aluminium +
φ14 Carbon-Aramid composite

110. 113. 115. 117. 120. 123. 125. 127. 130

er of
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ity
grav
Center of gravity
comes upper so easy
to swing poles quickly
and smoothly.

#OS19-13ORG Orange

#OS19-12ORG Orange

#OS19-11ORG Orange

#OS19-10ORG Orange

#OS19-09YL Yellow

#OS19-08WT White

#OS19-07ORG Orange

Better response
for quicker turn.

#OS19-06BK Black

#OS19-05RD Red

#OS19-04BK Black

#OS19-03BLE Blue

#OS19-02WT White

#OS19-01BGE Beige

Center
of impact

